CAR SEAT ADAPTER
FOR BRITAX® / BOB®

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

COMPATIBLE CAR SEATS
Please visit www.ergobaby.com/carseatcompatibility for the most current list of compatible car seats.

Product illustrations may not reflect the actual appearance of the enclosed product. All product specifications are subject to change. The product information (model number, manufacture date) is located on the left arm.

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
Avoid excessive exposure to sun or heat, which may cause fading or warping. Wipe clean with a damp cloth. Never use bleach or detergents. Do not submerge or use running water on the car seat adapter.

Warranty: Please see Ergobaby.com for information about our warranty. The ERGO Baby Carrier, Inc. warrants its products against defects in materials and workmanship. We stand behind all our products and will either repair or replace, free of charge during the first 12 months after purchase, any Ergobaby® stroller accessory that is defective. Proof of purchase is necessary and product must be returned for warranty service. Should you have a warranty claim, please contact Ergobaby Customer Service at: customerservice@ergobaby.com, or 888-416-4888. Warranty Coverage does not extend to damage caused by misuse or any use of the Stroller Accessory that is not in accordance with the instructions stated in this manual. Warranty coverage does not extend to any Stroller Accessory that has been modified from its original construction in any way. Different or additional warranty rights may exist in the purchaser’s jurisdiction. To the extent that different or additional warranty rights exist under the laws of the purchaser’s jurisdiction, those warranties shall apply and be in addition to the warranty rights.
IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USE. KEEP THIS FOR YOUR REFERENCE. FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE WARNINGS AND THE INSTRUCTIONS COULD RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH.

⚠️ WARNING
PREVENT SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH:
- NEVER leave your child unattended.
- Stroller must be fully erected and locked in position prior to use.
- Follow the maximum child weight as indicated on your car seat.
- Do not use the Ergobaby 180 Reversible Stroller, 180 Reversible Stroller Car Seat Adapter, and Britax®/BOB® car seat unless you have read all the instruction manuals and understand how to properly use them.
- Do not use the car seat adapter if any part is damaged, broken, torn, or missing. Use only replacement parts supplied and approved by the manufacturer. If the instruction manual is missing or you need replacement parts or assistance, see the contact information included with this product.
- The stroller when used in conjunction with a car seat is not intended for prolonged periods of sleeping and does not replace a cot or a bed. Should your child need to sleep, a crib/cot, bed, or appropriate sleep product should be used.

FALL HAZARD: Avoid serious injury from falls, sliding out, or tip over
- ALWAYS dock the car seat so the child is facing the stroller seat backrest.
- ALWAYS make sure that the car seat is completely locked onto the car seat adapter before use. You will hear a “CLICK” when the car seat is correctly engaged. Check that the car seat is locked by lifting up on each side of the seat. Do NOT use the car seat if it is not locked onto the car seat adapter.
- DO NOT lift or carry stroller by the car seat adapter.

AVOID PINCH INJURY:
- Only use the car seat adapter with the handlebar in the Forward-Facing position. Do not flip the handlebar when the car seat adapter is docked onto the stroller.
- Do not let child play with car seat adapter. Remove from stroller before placing child directly in stroller seat.
1. HOW TO INSTALL THE CAR SEAT ADAPTER ONTO THE STROLLER

Position the handlebar of the stroller in the Forward-Facing position as shown. Align each arm of the car seat adapter with the docks on the central hubs of the stroller.

Push the car seat adapter down until you hear a ‘CLICK’ from each arm.

2. HOW TO DOCK A CAR SEAT ONTO THE ADAPTER

Remove the stroller sunshade. Position the car seat above the adapter in the orientation shown. The child should always face the seat backrest of the stroller. Lower the car seat onto the adapter until you hear a ‘CLICK’.

**Note:** It may be easier to dock the car seat onto the adapter when the stroller seat backrest is reclined. Return the backrest to the upright position after docking.

Pull each side of the car seat handlebar upward to verify the installation is secure. The car seat should be firmly attached to both sides of the car seat adapter.
3. HOW TO REMOVE A CAR SEAT FROM THE ADAPTER

Pull the base release lever on your car seat and pull the car seat away from the adapter.

Reminder: The stroller can be folded with the car seat adapter still attached.

4. HOW TO REMOVE THE CAR SEAT ADAPTER FROM THE STROLLER

Locate the unlock buttons on each arm of the car seat adapter.

Note: Always remove adapters from stroller before traveling or long periods of storage.

Press the button on each arm and pull the car seat adapter away from the stroller.